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Considering that:

 Iran’s uranium enrichment programme has developed beyond merely
peaceful intentions and serves as an instrument of the regime’s
hegemonic ambitions in the region

 Iran permanently tries to mislead the international community about
the real purpose of the enrichment programme so that the
international community has meanwhile no reason to trust the current
leaderships lip service

 an Iranian nuclear weapons program may trigger a broad nuclear arms
race in the Middle East which would seriously undermine the regional
and international security

 Iran in possession of nuclear weapons would stand for an existential
threat to the state of Israel

 the already existing bi- and multilateral sanctions haven’t contained
Iran’s nuclear ambitions to a sufficient degree up to now

 the agreement signed by the presidents of the United States and
Russia for a world free of nuclear weapons in April 2010

 the new technology introduced by Iran that speeds up six times the
Uranium enriching process

Referring to:

 the “Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons” (NPT) which
has been signed by Iran in 1968

 the IAEA report “Implementation of the NPT Safeguards Agreement in
the Islamic Republic of Iran” of February 18th 2010 that confirms
Iran’s high potential to construct nuclear weapons

 the United Nation’s security council’s resolutions 1737, 1747, 1803 and
1835 which have already imposed sanctions on Iran due to the



regime’s non-cooperation with the IAEA and the international
community

YEPP calls the EU and all its member states to:

 pressure Iran to full compliance with the NPT and the existing UN
resolutions mentioned above

 invite Iran to restart the human rights dialogue with the EU which was
cancelled by the regime in 2006

 make Iran’s peaceful attitude towards uranium enrichment the
precondition for any further economic cooperation with the EU

 encourage China and Russia to support all sanctions the UN security
council may adopt in future to stop Iran from developing nuclear
weapons

 make sure that possible sanctions are clearly targeted at the regime
and cause as few problems as possible to the population


